Abstract-The paper improves the reliability of audio streams in a lossy channel. The mechanism groups audio data samples into source and carrier sets. The carrier set carry the information about the source set which is encoded using data hiding methodology -quantization index modulation. At the receiver side, a missing source data sample can be reconstructed using the carrier set and the remaining source set. Based on reliability constraints a hybrid design combining interleaving and data hiding is presented. Experiments show an improved reliability as compared to forward error correction and interleaving.
I. INTRODUCTION
Streaming of multimedia such as audio is gaining importance due to the online availability of multimedia and millions of users daily using them. Streaming applications send compressed audio data in a network using unreliable transport (e.g. UDP) and network protocols (e.g. IP). Due to losses incurred at lower layers of the protocol stack, the data received will be poor in quality since some of the data samples will be missing. The question we try to address is as follows: How do we improve the quality of audio data sent over a lossy network?
A. Issues with Related Work
Reliability can be achieved by using a reliable transport protocol such as TCP. However, multimedia applications for audio are real time in nature and cannot tolerate delays introduced by such a protocol. So, the basic design generally uses unreliable transport protocol such as UDP. Reliability is implemented at the application layer by using methods [14] such as retransmission, forward error correction codes, and interleaving. During retransmission, we retransmit the lost data samples. This results in extra delay since packets have to be transmitted again. To overcome the problems of delay, we can add redundant information using forward error correction [8] . Lost packets can be recreated using packets (with forward error correction codes) that are received. In both the schemes, we add redundant information and increase the bandwidth usage at the cost of reliability. To overcome this problem, interleaving mechanism [8] have been proposed that interleave data sample and try to spread the error uniformly. The lost data samples are recovered by applying linear interpolation mechanisms, which in turn reduces the audio quality. In order to come up with a scheme that tries to achieve reliability and quality, we can increase the amount of error concealment information sent and reduce the redundant information. This can be achieved by using data hiding methodology. Data hiding [10] is generally used to embed information (watermark) inside another data set. The watermarks (information represented in bits) define the uniqueness of the data set and can be used in applications such as copyright or tamper proofing. The addition of watermark tries to minimize impact the semantics of the data set, for example the audio quality in our case. Data hiding has an encoding phase, where we embed the watermark, and a decoding phase we decode the watermark. Using data hiding methodology error correction information is represented as a watermark and is hidden in the audio stream without increasing the size of the data samples. The audio data samples received at the receiver side are used to extract the hidden information and to recreate lost samples. Recent advances in applications of data hiding has been solutions for images and video [3, 9, 12, 4, 17, 13, 1] that try to cover the errors induced due to lossy transmission on unreliable channels. The basic idea is to hide the error correction information in the image or in a given video frame. In case of degradation of image or video quality, the error correction information is retrieved from the image or the frame, and improvement can be achieved. These schemes cannot be applied for audio, since it has different representation and each data sample cannot hide its information by itself as the corruption of the data sample means loss of the data sample. So, we need a scheme where corruption of lost data can be compensated by reconstructing this data sample from information hidden in data set that is not corrupted. The scheme proposed in this paper is based on this ideology.
An idea similar to our approach is [4, 5] , where data hiding is done at packet level in the compression domain. In this method, one packet hides error correction information about another packet. Before encoding the data set, the data samples for each packet are converted into quantized frequency components. As a result, the bits encoded are robust against compression mechanisms. The problem with this approach is that it requires integration with the packetizing protocol and the error correction information. The requirement for compression is necessary since frequency domain bit hiding does not offer a great hiding capacity. The encoding requires side information for every audio data set, and this makes the scheme inefficient in terms of storage. Also, we need to exchange this information over the lossy channel and guarantee its reliability as well. Since we encode for each packet, the scheme becomes more packet protocol dependent. In order to avoid the above problems, our scheme is designed to act above any packetizing protocol and does not require extra side information as well.
B. Overview and Contributions
Our approach is to combine data hiding and interleaving, which results in the following advantages: a) Lower bandwidth usage: The traditional approaches generate forward error correction codes and add them to packets. This results in packet size which utilizes more network bandwidth. To overcome this, problem we resort to data hiding mechanism where the error correction code is hidden and no packet size is increased. This results in reduction in network bandwidth usage. b) Improves quality with lower chances of interpolation: Interpolation has its advantages, for example, gaps resulting from packet loss are reduced since the interleaved packets fill up this gap. However, interpolation adds noise to the quality of the audio. By using data hiding mechanism, we might end up reducing the chances of using interpolation. This comes from the data can be recreated from the received interpolated packets.
In order to achieve a hybrid scheme, we propose to encode information of a subset of data samples in another subset of data samples. During loss, this encoded information is used to reconstruct the loss data samples. The paper discusses reliability in terms of constraints, such as inter-sample distance and size of such sets. Based on these constraints, a hybrid design is suggested that combines data hiding and interleaving. Experiments verify the design choices made and we see that the hybrid scheme out performs existing interleaving methods such as forward error correction and interleaving.
II. SCHEME DESIGN The protocol stack used for networking is divided into a hierarchy of layers -application layer, transport layer, network layer, MAC layer and physical layer. Reliability can be achieved at different layers. Our system model focuses on reliability at the application level as it tries to make up for the losses in packets incurred at lower layers. The processing is done on a sequence of data samples before they are added to the payload of packets at lower layers of the protocol stack.
The basic steps consist of encoding at the sender and decoding at the receiver, explained as follows: Encoding: As a first step, data samples are divided into groups. Each group consists of data samples divided into two unique sets -source and carrier. Source set consists of two samples (say D i and D j ) whose reliability is to be maintained across the lossy network. The remaining data samples carry the information (delta) (= D i -D j ), and these remaining data samples forms the carrier set. We quantize and compress the delta information before encoding. The group members that carry the delta information are termed as carriers. In other words, they piggy back the delta information. The hiding is done using a data hiding method such as quantization index modulation [2] . As shown in Figure 1 , the encoding phase uses uncompressed audio data samples. Once the encoding is done, the samples are passed onto the lower streaming protocol layer. Here, the samples are subjected to audio compression, grouped into packets and sent across the network. Decoding: In the decoding phase, the data samples in packets are first decompressed (see Figure 1 ) and then sent to the reliability layer for error correction. Since audio data sample have a sequence, we need the same sequence to play the audio. However, due to loss incurred at lower layers of the protocol stack, some of the data samples will be missing in the sequence. In order to reduce this loss, the group's data samples that are successfully received will be used to reconstruct the loss samples. Since the encoded information is delta, reconstruction can be
The encoding phase is as an offline process and decoding is a real-time process at the reciever. We can resort to interpolation or silence padding [11] to handle missing samples that cannot be reconstructed using the above encoding/decoding mechanism. Encoding and decoding can be understood as follows: During decoding, original values of D i or D j are required in order to reconstruct the data. Therefore, we cannot encode information in the source set data samples. As a result, these cannot be members of a carrier set. So, if we wanted to guarantee the reliability of carrier sets, we will have to hide their delta information in another group's carrier set. However, this would imply that the carrier sets are source sets. In case, these are lost, the information is lost. Therefore, we cannot guarantee the error correction of data samples that act as the carrier set. So, for the case of carrier set, we can use correction methods such as interpolation can be used to reconstruct the data samples in the carrier set.
The choice of groups is based on inter-sample distance and group size as discussed in Sub-section II.B. The reconstruction of lost data samples at the receiver side can be triggered on the basis of real-time constraints and the buffer used to hide data samples before playing the audio. So in a given time if the buffer is not filled, we try to reconstruct data samples from the data samples already present in the buffer. The real-time requirements can be varied and do not influence our design.
The following Sub-sections discuss the scheme in detail in terms of data hiding mechanism and group formation analysis.
A. Data Hiding Mechanism
Data hiding [10] has an encoding phase, where we embed the watermark, and a decoding phase we decode the watermark. In our application, we encode the delta -bits of size t. During encoding, we modulate the absolute values of the data samples. The modulation is done using quantization index modulation (QIM) [2] . Although there are other schemes for embedding the watermark, we QIM defines a scale labeled according to an encoding scheme. Quantization results in change in the value of data sample by an amount such that the value changed represents the bits embedded. This can be understood from the following example. In our case, if we want to encode t bits, the scale is labeled according to t bit encoding scheme. The number of bits encoded per data sample is termed as the embedding rate of the scheme. As shown in Figure 2 , we use a 2 bit encoding to encode two bit of information in the data sample. The scale is divided into same sized intervals and the value to be modulated is measured against this scale. In case, the value is in the interval representing the t bits, the value is not modulated. Otherwise, it is modulated to be in an interval representing t bits. During encoding, we use a scale with length equal to the maximum value of the absolute value of the data samples being encoded. We can assume the scale information is carried in every packet or conveyed to the receiver before the audio samples are sent. The decoding process is straight forward, since we have to use the same scale and identify the value t based on the interval label.
Quality Analysis: Due to modulation, distortion is added to the data samples resulting in reduced the quality of the audio data streams. The idea of using QIM [2] helps in reducing the distortion, since we quantify the amount of distortion added to the audio sample. This is done by reducing the size of intervals defined in the scale, since modulation is defined by the interval length. The maximum distortion in such a scheme depends on the maximum modulation done. This modulation depends on the number of intervals we have to modulate in order to encode the requisite bits. For example, in Figure 2 to encode '2' bits the maximum distortion is measured as 2 2 * interval length. This implies that if we were to encode more bit information, we would have to reduce the interval length. Figure. 2. 2 bit encoding for the absolute value |a| o the data sample (value changes from a to a' due to modulation) Embedding Rate Limitation: The audio format sent over the network uses lossy compression (e.g. for formats MP3, AC3, and AAC.), which adds quantization noise to data sample and results in loss of bits encoded using data hiding process. This loss can be minimized by defining the minimum number of bits per data sample. This defines the threshold on embedding rate for robustness against noise. A consequence of this factor, the size of the carrier group that can vary from 1 to n-2, where n is the total number of samples. It can be noted that the size of carrier set influences the size of a group, which as pointed above, depends on embedding rate.
The scheme we adopt estimates the embedding rate robust against noise addition during compression stage. These can be determined using experiments and will be discussed more in Section III. After estimating our embedding rate, we find groups of carrier and source set.
B. Group Formation
Group formation is dependent on factors such as intersample distance and group sizes:
B.1 Group Size: Every group consists of two set of data samples -source and carrier. The source set consists of data samples whose reliability will be guaranteed by information hidden in the carrier set data samples. In our design, we assume that the source group consists of two data samples D i and D j . The size of the carrier set can vary since the number of bits that a data sample can hide is limited due to embedding rate (see Sub-section II.A). Therefore, carrier sets can have more than one data sample and they influence the group size as the source set size is fixed. In order to reconstruct either D i or D j , we need presence of one such data sample and all the data samples in the carrier set. Larger sized groups have more number of data samples acting as carriers. Loss of a single member will result in loss of the information used to reconstruct the lost data sample in the source set. So, we can conclude that smaller sized groups are more preferable to design a reliable system. In order to maximize our chances that groups of smaller size, we try to reduce the bits representing delta, since we can encode using minimum number of data samples i.e. carrier group size is minimized. This is possible by selecting data samples in the source set such that delta is minimal. The advantage of minimizing difference is that the delta values will lie in a smaller range of numbers. These can be encoded using less number of bits, for example t bits can encode numbers in the range [0 2 t -1]. Therefore, minimizing the range is important and can be made possible with pairs with minimal difference. The delta can be further reduced in size by using compression mechanism such as quantization. B.2. Inter-Sample Distance: Loss in data samples can be reduced by observing the nature of loss in networks. Since data samples are added to the payload of packets and these can be lost in bursts, we should avoid adding members of the same group to the same packet. To do so, we assume that data samples in different groups have an inter-sample distance defined as follows: The inter-sample distance is based on a threshold distance T Dis between data samples. Definition 2. Threshold Inter-sample Distance: It defines the threshold distance by which two data sample should be at least be separated, and can be represented as T Dis .
T Dis is larger than a minimum inter-sample distance threshold (T min ) and less than a maximum inter-sample distance T max , as suggested in equation (1) T min T Dis T max (1) T min helps in defining a threshold that makes inter-sample large enough to avoid losses, wherein group members are present in the same packet. Therefore, we can fix T min on the basis of the maximum packet size, assuming we have the knowledge of packet sizes at the lower layer. Also, since data samples are paired in groups, we should not choose data samples which are far away in sequence. An attempt to recover the data sample from its group member would result in a waiting time, which is not tolerable for real time nature of the application. Generally, audio samples are buffered before being played, and we should ensure that the groups of data samples should be present in such a buffer with size BSize. Therefore, we should try to guarantee reliability for data samples that can fit in this buffer. So, when we interleave data sample using an inter-sample distance, it should be with a data sample that is present in this buffer i.e. all group data sample should lie in the same buffer. In order to avoid waiting for the data sample, we should choose an inter-sample distance less than BSize. Therefore, we have a restriction on T max , which is dependent on the buffer size BSize. To build a generic scheme, we assume T max to be dependent on the minimum buffer size used by audio streaming applications. Network delay will impact the time in which the buffer fills up, but it will not impact the data samples that are needed to fill the buffer. As mentioned above, the real-time constraints will wait for the buffer to be filled up in a given time failing which the reconstruction algorithm will trigger.
To summarize the above discussion, we can say that T min is dependent on maximum packet size whereas T max is dependent on minimal buffer size. Based on the above discussion, the following discussion gives the steps and problems involved in group formation.
B.3 Grouping Scheme and Related Problems:
Since we have the constraint in the choice of group formation, where smaller groups are more preferable, we identify smaller groups first. For every group formation, we first find set of data samples separated by a minimum intersample distance such that their delta is minimal. Once the choice is done, we find member of the carrier set that have a minimum inter-sample distance with the data samples of the source group and every other member of the carrier group. In short, all the data samples in a group should be separated by a minimal inter-sample distance. Although this looks like a perfect design, it has the added disadvantage of maintaining information about the occurrence of members in a group. In order to do so, we have to resort to sending additional information or data hiding of some sort. This could result in additional information being generated and scheme becoming more complex. In order to avoid side information and maximize chances of smaller groups while maintaining inter-sample distance criteria, we propose a hybrid mechanism in the next Sub-section.
C. Hybrid Mechanism
This mechanism is shown in Figure 3 , where data hiding and interleaving are combined. During the encoding phase, we choose data sample that are neighbors (example -data sample D i and D i+1 ), since their difference is comparatively less as compared to data samples separated by inter-samples distance greater than '1'. This is necessary since we try to maximize the chances of encoding the bits representing delta in the data samples, in order to form smaller sized groups as observed in Sub-section II.B. Once the source group is identified, we increase the inter-sample distance between data sample D i and D i+1 . To do so, we interleave either of the data samples with a data sample separated with minimum inter-sample distance i.e. we interleave D i with another data sample say D j where j = i + T Dis . Next, we try to locate the members of the carrier group. The choice of separating the member data samples by inter-samples is unnecessary since loss of either of them is loss of complete information. So, we can choose the data samples related to the carrier set in continuity i.e. for example D k D k+1 D k+2 …. D k+n . To make the design simple, we assume a fixed embedding rate for each data sample. Also, the number of bits to represent delta is fixed, which implies that the size of the carrier set can be fixed. So, for the hybrid scheme, given a fixed source set, we have to identify a carrier set separated with a minimum intersample distance. For example, we can easily find a carrier set located in between the interleaved source set data samples, such that all the carrier set and the source set data samples are separated by T Dis . The order in which we select source sets can depend on the order of occurrence of data samples, and this determines our choice of carrier data samples. So, the idea of fixing the parameters makes our scheme simple and groups can be determined in a pre-determined way. Figure 4 gives an example where eight data samples are grouped, encoded and interleaved. The same data samples (as seen in Figure 5 ) due to the loss can be retrieved either due to the decoding process or by interpolation. These examples show that we do not add redundant information (for samples D1 to D8) as in FEC. Also, due to loss, although the number of interpolation cases is two (D4 and D7), we have to interpolate for one (D7). This will improve the quality of the received audio signal.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS The experiments were done in MATLAB using a set up where we assume point to point connection between server and client which download audio files. The loss in data samples is simulated by loss of packets which carry the data samples as payloads. The packet loss was simulated by assigning a loss probability to every packet and the packet is dropped accordingly. The reader can refer the packet loss model in [3] , wherein the loss distributed uniformly. The metric that defines the reliability is the data sample loss rate, which is defined as the ratio of the data samples lost to the original number of data samples. In order to measure the quality of audio samples produced at the receiver or after encoding, we use signal to noise ratio (which is measured in decibel, see Equation (2) Table I ) of audio clips (encoding rate 16 bits/sample) such as 'Walla -self recorded', and audio clips from music albums of 'Ravi Shankar music' 'Matrix Movie music' and 'Mozart music'. The experiments were done by taking converting the data samples into fixed point representation, since this is the representation for sending data samples using standards formats such as MP3, AC3, and AAC. The experiment results are categorized on the basis of impact on quality due to data hiding, design choices for hybrid scheme and finally, we give a comparison for reliability with well established schemes such as forward error correction and interleaving. 
A. Distortion Analysis
As mentioned before in Sub-section II.A, we can control the distortion added due to modulation by controlling the interval length defined in the scale. Figure  6 shows that for an audio stream we reduce the interval length by varying the number of intervals in which the scale is divided. Therefore, the reduction in interval length reduces the distortion (SNR increases, see Figure  6 ). Based on this observation, we can fix the scale to control the distortions added during the encoding phase. Table II gives the signal to noise ratio after encoding the audio clips using a scale with number of intervals is 2 9 . Since the SNR is high, the audio quality is preserved after encoding. Maximum number of bits 9 7 5 3 1 0 Figure 7 . Reliability Analysis of schemes based on Data ample loss rate Vs Probability of packet loss. The curve hiding capacity > delta implies groups sizes are small and hiding capacity < delta implies groups sizes are large
B. Design Choice -Hybrid scheme
The following experiment results show the necessity for a hybrid scheme in order to implement our ideas related to application level data hiding for improving reliability of audio streams:
B.1 Limitations due to Embedding Rate and Resolution:
The embedding rate ( number of bits that can be hidden in the data sample) is limited due to audio compression noise. In such a case, the precision of data sample changes and we see loss of bit information. Table III verifies this limitation and shows that the maximum number of bits that we can encode decreases when the precision is reduced. As pointed above, due to limitation in the number of bits that can be encoded in a data samples, the size of the carrier set can increase i.e. more data samples are used to hide delta. Increase in group size has an impact on reliability, since the larger groups are more vulnerable. From Figure. 7, the data sample loss can be inferred for cases where hiding capacity is greater or less than delta. It can be observed that larger group formations results in increased data sample loss rate for varying loss rates (probability of packet loss). Therefore, the design should try to minimize cases where hiding capacity is less than delta. This would ultimately improve the reliability as per the above suggestions. In our case this group size is '3'. Resolution: To overcome this problem, the paper suggests increasing the chances for forming smaller groups by making sure that the bits representing delta can be encoded using minimum data samples. To do so, we had proposed in Sub-section II.C to use neighboring data samples to define the source set. To prove this fact, we have conducted experiments where for different audio samples (see Figure 8 a -d) we have measured the average absolute difference and the standard deviation by increasing inter-sample distance. It was found that the average absolute difference and the standard deviation are least when the inter-sample distance is minimal. The average absolute difference justifies our choice for considering data samples with minimal difference which results in delta(s) such that their values lie in small range, as indicated by the low standard deviation value. Therefore, the delta(s) can be represented using less number of bits, which in turn will reduce the carrier data set's size enhancing the reliability of the system. 
B.2 Reliability Vs Inter-Sample Distance:
To understand the impact of inter-sample distance, we measured the data sample loss rate by varying the inter-sample distance. Experimental results in Figure 9 show us that the data sample loss rate is less when the inter-sample distance is '100' as compared to the inter-sample distance '1'. This implies that the choice of identifying pairs of data sample separated by larger inter-sample distance resulting in improvement in reliability of audio streams. Therefore, inter-sample distance is important for improving the reliability. The inter-sample distance is greater than a minimum threshold T min , which guarantees that data samples in a group lie in different packets. So, T min is larger than maximum packet size. However, T Dis has an upper bound T max , which is dependent on the buffer size. Since we interleave data samples in different packets, a delay is incurred in filling buffers due to the wait time introduced between the arrival times of such packets. As mentioned in Sub-section II.B, T max is less than the minimal buffer size to counter such a problem. For simplicity, we test the reliability of the scheme by assuming that the inter-sample distance is within T min and T max . From the above, we infer that if we minimize the group size and still use larger inter-sample distances between members of the group, we can improve the reliability of the scheme. This can be achieved by using a hybrid scheme as suggested in Sub-section II.C, where the first identified pairs of data samples are neighbors and interleaved such that the inter-sample criteria is satisfied. So, the design choice leads to a hybrid mechanism that is a combination of interleaving and data hiding. 
C. Comparative Analysis
For comparative analysis, we first analyze the methods on the basis of data sample loss rate for varying probability of packet loss. We ran the experiments with 10 6 data samples for inter-sample distances greater than the packet size. For the hybrid scheme, we assumed that the size of the carrier set is greater than or equal to '1'. This variation in carrier set size was simulated by assuming the embedding rate was not large enough to hide all the bits representing delta. Such a variation was necessary to measure the average behavior of the scheme in the presence of varying group sizes. The forward error correction method implemented assumes replication per packet, wherein replication information is encoded for the i th packet is encoded in the (i+1) th packet. The data sample loss rate was calculated for 100 different runs.
As observed in Figure 10 , the hybrid scheme has a lower data sample loss rate than interleaving. This can be due to the fact that in the hybrid scheme, the lost samples in the interleaving scheme can be reconstructed by using data hiding scheme. Although FEC implemented in our experiments uses twice the bandwidth than expected amount, the hybrid scheme is more reliable with a lower data sample loss rate. This shows us that we do not use the bandwidth as compared to FEC, and are still able to improve the reliability of the audio streams. Since the hybrid method results in a lower data sample loss rate, it is expected to improve the quality of audio received. To test the quality of audio at the receiver, we conducted experiments for different audio clips (see Figure 11 a-d) given in Table I with quality after encoding as shown in Table II . We measured the audio quality in terms of signal to noise ratio for varying probability of packet loss. Based on these observations, we conclude that the proposed methodology is a good choice for improving the reliability of audio streams.
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper presented a scheme that combines ideas related to interleaving and data hiding to improve the reliability of audio streams in lossy channels. The data samples at sender side are divided into groups defined by source and carrier sets. The difference of the data samples in the source set is encoded using data hiding methodology (quantization index modulation) in the data samples defined in the carrier set. To avoid burst loss in networks, the data samples in these groups are separated by a particular number of data samples. To separate data sample occurring in continuity, interleaving is used to distribute the data samples and avoid such losses. At the receiver side, a missing data sample can be reconstructed using the data samples in the carrier set and the other source data sample, assuming they reach the receiver without any network loss. The scheme work shows improvement in terms of quality of audio received in a lossy network as compared to techniques such as forward error correction, and interleaving.
